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Corey Simard

Darren Cobick

PRESIDENT

VICE-PRESIDENT

A Level 1 Gas Process Operator graduate, Corey has been involved
in Asset Integrity Management for over 15 years. He is responsible
for developing and managing programs for upstream Oil & Gas
producers throughout Western Canada. Tasked with the opportunity
to strengthen our business with asset management, Corey has
fostered relationships with government regulatory agencies, multiple
industry leaders, and stakeholders that have been beneficial to
Explore’s business growth. He has worked to ensure a progressive
movement in programs, regulatory adherence, and safety both in
the company and in the industry. Corey takes great pride in leading
a team of individuals towards providing the oil and gas industry with
an outstanding solution base for managing their assets for Risk
Management, Compliance, and Engineering Having worked for such
companies as Penn West and Crescent Point, Corey has used the
experience he gained to handcraft our integrity division

Darren graduated with honours from the Civil Engineering Technology
Program in 2001 from NAIT. He started in the land surveying industry
immediately after and has remained in the industry since then.
Darren is working towards his Certificate of Completion for CBEPS
(Canadian Board of Examiners for Professional Surveyors). He has
been a crew chief since 2001 working with Midwest Surveys. After
spending nearly a decade with them, he decided to join and invest
in Explore. You can usually find him in the field, and he has been
instrumental in building and refining the Field Operations team.
Darren currently works out of our Grimshaw Alberta field office. His
industry connections in the North have helped cement Explore as the
prime land surveying provider for the oil and gas companies in the
Peace Region. His attention to detail and astute knowledge of the
land surveying trade set a standard to the customer service level we
strive to maintain at Explore.
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established
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3500
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Alberta Land Titles
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and growing

Professional
Land Surveying
Explore strives to exceed our primary objective of trust through providing industry best
quality customer service, reliable partnerships and clear communication.

Katie Hunter, A.L.S.

Bob Prieston, P.ENG

MANAGER OF SURVEYS

MANAGER OF ASSET
INTEGRITY

Katie is an Alberta Land Surveyor, or “ALS”. She received her
Geomatics Engineering Diploma, with honours, from NAIT in 2007.
Afterwards, she continued her education and obtained her Certificate
of Completion from the CBEPS (Canadian Board of Examiners for
Professional Surveyors) in 2009. Katie received her commission from
the Alberta Land Surveyors Commission in 2014 and has since laid
her focus on Rural Alberta.
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Bob Prieston is a registered Professional Engineer in both Alberta and
Saskatchewan and is also a NACE certified Senior Internal Corrosion
Technologist. Bob worked for 11 years for an upstream oil and gas
producer in west central Saskatchewan in a field based position. In this
role as a Pipeline Integrity Coordinator, Bob worked with Operations in
initially developing a pipeline integrity program and then managing it
day to day to support Operations. In his later years with the Upstream
producer, he moved into a senior role to provide guidance to all of
the company’s field-based pipeline integrity coordinators in the four
Western Canadian provinces, working with requirements of integrity
management programs under four provincial regulatory bodies, as
well as a small number of pipelines regulated by the National Energy
Board (NEB). In that position, Bob also managed the companies overall
Pipeline Integrity Management Program (IMP) in working to ensure its
compliance with both CSA Z662 and the applicable regulatory bodies
where the company operated pipelines.

Incorporated in Edmonton on April 30th, 2008, Explore was
founded as a professional land surveying firm specializing within
the oil and gas sector.
Our scope of practice grew in 2009, when at the request of our
clients, we began to offer depth of cover inspection services
on pipeline water crossings. Since this time, we have expanded
our services becoming a multidisciplinary firm within both the
surveying and asset integrity industries.
Our land surveying division has been steadily increasing thanks
to a few key long-standing acquisitions where we have enjoyed
building on the relationships that these firms have started. With the
recent opening of our Drayton Valley office, Explore is making great
strides in establishing ourselves as a top service provider of Real
Property Reports, road and subdivision surveys, and descriptive
plans in rural Alberta.

Despite changes in market stability, Explore has seen tremendous
growth within our pipeline integrity services. Originally, based out
of Edmonton, Explore now has highly trained integrity specialists
in Calgary, Drayton Valley, Red Deer, Whitecourt, Kerrobert and
Grimshaw. Our services have also benefited from this growth,
as we now offer pipeline integrity engineering, risk assessment
management, regulatory compliance support, and asset integrity
services, in addition to our established depth of cover and right of
way inspection programs.
Now, in our 10th year, Explore has expanded into Saskatchewan,
adding professionals in both the integrity and survey fields in our
Kerrobert office. As we grow throughout Western Canada, we are
excited for the opportunity to collaborate with new and existing
clients, which will improve our existing procedures and introduce
new technology to address the ever-changing market and the
needs of our clientele. We pride ourselves on our ability to react to
the need of the economy to serve our clientele.
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Real Property Reports
A Real Property Report (RPR) is a legal document that clearly illustrates
the location of significant visible improvements relative to property
boundaries.

Explore offers pipeline integrity engineering, risk

The illustration of the physical improvements within the property, including whether encroachments exist and can be
used by the municipality to provide compliance to their Land Use Bylaw. It can rely upon by the buyer, the seller, the
lender and the municipality as an accurate representation of improvements on your property.

assessment management, regulatory compliance support,

Who Needs a Real Property Report?

and asset integrity services ...”

Property owners, property purchasers, realtors, property sellers, municipalities, and mortgage lenders.

What are the Benefits of a Real Property Report?

Real Property Reports

Line & Utility Locating

A Real Property Report (RPR) is a legal document that clearly
illustrates the location of visible improvements relative to
property boundaries. Know your biggest investment.

When it comes time to disturb the ground, it is important to not
damage underground utility lines. Explore ensures where they
are located.

Boundary Demarcation

Topographic & As-built Surveys

An accurate delineation of the boundaries and corners
described within a title or instrument registered at Land Titles or
Alberta Parks & Environment.

A representation of existing features for planning purposes, which
includes volumetric surveys.

Subdivisions
Tentative plans showing proposed boundaries of a new land
parcel are prepared for circulation to potentially affected parties as
an opportunity to address concerns.

Disposition Surveys
An application for new or renewing private lease interest on crown
land. All disturbance activity on crown land must be registered
with Alberta Parks and Environment to manage land, our greatest
resource effectively.

»» Problems are identified and can be resolved
before a sale is finalized.

»» Financing usually requires survey information.

»» Owners know accurate locations and
dimensions of buildings, improvements,
right-of-ways, and encroachments relative to
property boundaries.

»» Development and building permits require
boundary information.

»» Purchasers know the physical dimensions of
the property.

»» Property transactions are simplified.

»» Dispute resolution, title insurance claims
typically require the issue in question to be
clearly depicted.

Your Real Property Report from Explore Inc. will contain:
Legal description of property and municipal address (A), dimensions and directions of all property boundaries
(B), designation of adjacent properties, roads, lanes, etc (C), location and description of all relevant improvements
situated on the property together with dimensions and distances from the property boundaries (D), other significant
improvements (E), right-of-way or easements as noted on the title to the property at the date of the survey (F),
location and dimension of any visible encroachments onto, or off of, the property (G), a duly signed certification and
opinion by an Alberta Land Surveyor (H), copyright (I), and a permit Stamp (J).

Legal plans are endorsed by various authorities and the land
owners for registration at Land Titles, completing the process

Precise data results through our
combination of experience, technical skill,
and the best equipment in the industry.
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Subdivisions
If you are planning to divide a piece of land into
smaller parcels, you will be required to submit
an Application of Subdivision to your local
municipality or authority.

What we do.

We act as your agent, we prepare tentative plans showing proposed boundaries
of a new parcel of land, and we prepare for circulation to potentially affected
parties, thus providing an opportunity to address any of their concerns before
the municipalities conditions of approval. Once the subdivision authority has
conditionally approved a subdivision, a legal plan must be registered at Land
Titles. Depending on the situation a descriptive plan or a plan of survey will be
prepared, circulated, endorsed and registered at Land Titles.

Boundary Demarcation
An accurate delineation of the boundaries and corners described within a title or
instrument registered at Alberta Land Titles or Alberta Parks & Environment.
Knowing where a boundary starts and ends is important, whether for fence line installation, clearing of trees, or general
knowledge, avoiding encroachment onto others parcels is paramount.

Why work with us?
»» The subdivision process can be quite complex. A professional Alberta
Land Surveyor or Engineer understands planning regulations and can
design a subdivision that meets the legislated requirements of the
province and municipality.
»» It is often less expensive to retain professional help at the application
stage rather than later when difficulties arise.

»» Solutions can be presented to the municipality before any reason
for rejection. For example, non-compliance to Land Use Bylaw,
setbacks, or agreements.
»» Land Surveyors Act states “Everything done in the practice of land
surveying shall be done by or under the supervision, direction and
control of a practitioner (Land Surveyor)”.

»» Properly prepared applications usually proceed more quickly and
registration at the Land Titles Office is achieved sooner.

What are Explore’s capabilities?

Explore has multiple field crews that operate throughout Alberta and Saskatchewan to provide you with timely survey services
- even in remote areas. All of our crews are fully equipped with the technology and access equipment to complete your
boundary demarcation in any environment.
Among others, boundary demarcation services apply to the residential, commercial, industrial and
energy sectors.
»» Lot Development

»» Landscaping

»» Construction/Expansion

»» Plant Expansions

»» Future Planning Fence Construction

»» Mining /Exploration

»» Deck Construction

»» Well / Pad Development

»» Boundary Disputes

»» Road / Access Planning

Our expert project managers can help research and determine the location of our
existing boundaries. We offer complete solutions with an emphasis on safety and
customer service.
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Explore provides clients
with accurate As-Built
surveys that show
exactly what exists on
site at a particular point
in time.”

Topographic
Surveying

Explore prides itself
on the ability to work
closely with our client to
determine the plan that

Topographic “As-Built” Services

best suits their needs

As-built Topographic Surveys delineates existing features for planning,
engineering or information purposes. Examples: Location of infrastructure
above and below ground for engineering planning. ESD locations and air
monitoring stations. Gravel Pit or stock piles and calculated volumes, areas
of contamination, erosion/accretion along water bodies, tree areas for
timber, areas for pasture/crop.

and coordinates based
(hybrid cadastre) or a
monumented plan ”

Disposition
Surveying
What is a Disposition Survey?
A second application for new, or renewing, a private lease interest on
crown land must meet rapidly changing rules and requirements. All
disturbance activity on crown land must be registered with Alberta Parks
and Environment to manage land, which is our greatest resource. Types
of surveys may include forestry tower sites, recreational leases, power line
distribution, well-sites, access roads and pipelines.

What is Explore’s role in this?

»» Explore prides itself on the ability to work closely with the
client to determine the plan that best suits their needs;
coordinate based (hybrid cadastre) or a monumented plan.
»» Explore is experienced with new dispositions and
renewals to bring existing dispositions into compliance
with provincial regulations.
»» Explore has the ability to produce sketch construction
and as-built plans which are registrable with Alberta
Environment and Parks.

Explore specializes in Topographic Services

Explore’s team of professional surveyors can customize the As-Built survey
to suit our clients’ needs. An As-Built survey can be basic and depict only
the level of detail the client requires for a specific phase of the project.
Alternatively, the client may request a higher level of detail with elevations
and contours, cross sections, detailed sketches, weld locations, pipe sizes
and depths.
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Explore provides clients with accurate As-Built surveys that show exactly
what exists on site at a particular point in time. This can be a valuable
project management tool to adjust construction and maintenance
schedules as required an can also be used to plan subcontractor work
schedules, planning and payments.
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The AER acts as a regulator and enforcer for oil and gas
operations and has begun to take a proactive stance in ensuring
all companies have their assets properly registered with Alberta
One-Call. If assets are not properly registered, this is considered
“high-risk non-compliance” and the AER has the ability to both
issue fines, as well as suspend operations until compliance
is achieved. This is especially important when acquisitions or
divestitures occur. OneCall Manager™ Pre-Screening provides
a holistic approach to achieving compliance with respect to
ground disturbances in Alberta.

Line Locating & One-Call
Management
»» Obtain line list for line in the ground disturbance area.
»» Notify and confirm with landowners of any unmarked or
unregistered underground obstacles or utilities.
»» At least 48 hours notice must also be given in writing
to all foreign companies within 30 m of the edge of the
ROW before entry or ground disturbance activities are
to take place. Note: At least 72 hours is required for
NEB facilities.
»» Explore must do a title search for all affected pipelines in
the ground disturbance area.
»» Perform electronic line location for underground facilities
and utilities.

»» The most accurate method is the direct conductive method
(clamp onto the pipeline being identified). If this is not
possible, electronically sweep the area using the fourseparate grid pattern method (north/south, east/west and
angular in both directions).
»» A strip of land 30 m wide on each side of a pipeline or the
distance from the pipeline to the edge of the ROW whichever
is wider, must be swept and confirmed as the “Safety Zone.”
Federal Regulations state a “Safety Zone” as 30 m from edge
of ROW regardless of the width of the ROW.
»» Stake all electronically located lines using color coding
»» On Site Supervisor must verify all lines with Explore before
leaving the area.

ONE-CALL MANAGEMENT
One-Call is a management service Explore has created with the support of producers &
regulatory bodies in Alberta, Saskatchewan and British Columbia to help alleviate the
burden of managing the “Call Before You Dig” ticket process for ground disturbance.
This exists as a two-part service;

»» Compliance Assurance
»» Pre-Screening
We apply a proven process to set up
and maintain our clients’ information
with all the stakeholders that are
necessary for compliance with Alberta
Pipeline Regulations for pipeline
registration with Alberta One Call.
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One-Call Pre-Screening implements industry leading techniques and processes to
safely determine proximity of the exact dig location to your valuable underground
assets. Alberta One-Call distributes notifications with a minimum of a 400m
sensitivity, while our techniques bring accuracy to within 50m and address individual
pipeline control zones. Our service is 24/7 so you can be assured that your assets
are in good hands around the clock.
As you may have seen, the AER is scrutinizing producers under section 59 of the
Pipeline Regulations which reads, “Every licensee shall register with the Alberta One-Call
service and shall register every licensed pipeline with Alberta One-Call regardless of the
operational status of the pipeline…”.

»» Expedite becoming a registered member of 		
Alberta One-Call.
»» Ensure your pipeline infrastructure is properly
registered and verified with Alberta One-Call.
»» Receive third party processing, screening, and
administrative support for ground disturbance
notifications issued by Alberta One-Call.

Compliance Assurance
»» Starts with an initial data audit for verification.
»» Monthly Reporting provides an auditable Ticket Summary report so
you can review and have a record of ALL the tickets received into
OneCall Manager™.
»» Multiple-data sources are reviewed monthly to track any changes to
your pipeline infrastructure which need to be updated with Alberta
One-Call.
»» Ad-hoc updates are able to be prepared to register pipelines RIGHT AWAY.

Location accuracy is vital, and Explore is suitably trained to allow us to locate underground
facilities for the purpose of ground disturbances. Our procedure is as follows:
»» Review up to date survey drawings for the area.

Use Explore’s One-Call Services To:

»» For lines under 50m, they are covered in our buffing process, or
manually entered during the Q and A with the client.

Pre-Screening
»» One-Call Pre-screening is a process driven by industry best practices.
When notifications are received, our ticket screening technicians will be
hard at work establishing direct contact with the contractor who placed
the request.
»» This information is then compiled and cross referenced with
registered pipeline information, and proximity to underground
assets is determined.
»» A detailed recommendation is provided to the client with all available
information combined into a single package which is distributed to the
client for final approval.
»» Where locates are required, Explore will coordinate with the locator to
ensure that the information is properly received.
»» Where locates are not required, once approved by the operator,
Explore will follow up with the contractor on your behalf and ensure
all their questions are answered and that they have the appropriate
documentation to begin their work.

What Makes Explore Different?
»» Industry leading Pre-Screening processes.
»» Extensive audit trail stored for 7-years (5 years longer than
the required 2).

Satellite imagery and detailed, easy to understand, ticket
information packages. Client follow-up and detailed e-mail
content saves operators time in the field and allows them
to remain focused on their daily operations.

»» Hierarchy driven distribution protocol to minimize
administrative burden.

24/7 customer support line.

»» Monthly awareness of all changing pipeline information.

All in flat fee pricing.

»» Multiple data sources ensure data is correct.
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1-866-936-1805

Get In Touch

info@exploreinc.ca
exploreinc.ca
@exploreincca

MAIN CONTACTS
Corey Simard

Darren Cobick

Katie Hunter, A.L.S.

PRESIDENT

VICE-PRESIDENT

MANAGER OF SURVEYS

587-355-5116

587-818-5063

587-842-5066

corey.simard@exploreinc.ca

darren.cobick@exploreinc.ca

katie.hunter@exploreinc.ca

Steve Sims

Mitch Rose, A.L.S.

Mike Krawchuk, A.L.S.

BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT
MANAGER

PROJECT MANAGER ·
CONSTRUCTIONS

PROJECT MANAGER ·
M U N I C I PA L

587-355-5026

587-415-4446

587-406-4015

steve.sims@exploreinc.ca

mitch.rose@exploreinc.ca

mike.krawchuk@exploreinc.ca

Sandy Davies, A.L.S. C.L.S.

Connie Petersen, A.L.S., P.ENG

PROJECT MANAGER ·
AER DISPOSITIONS

PROJECT MANAGER ·
CONDOMINIUMS

587-355-5456

587-415-5551

sandy.davies@exploreinc.ca

connie.petersen@exploreinc.ca

OFFICES
Calgary
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Edmonton

St. Paul

HEAD OFFICE

BRANCH

OFFICE

Box 62, Hanover Place
Suite #1200, 101 6th Ave SW
Calgary, Alberta T2P 3P4
Call 866-936-1805

18941 - 111 Ave NW
Edmonton, AB T5S 2X4
Call 780-455-5598

Box 1987, 5133 50 Ave
St. Paul, AB T0A 3A0
Call 780-465-3399

Drayton Valley

Kerrobert

Grimshaw

OFFICE

INTEGRITY OFFICE

FIELD OFFICE

P.O. Box 6267
6521 50th Avenue West
Drayton Valley, AB T7A 1S1
Call 780-293-8092

P.O. Box 88
445B, Atlantic Ave
Kerrobert, SK S0L 1R0
Call 306-460-6412

Box 1277
4906 57 Avenue
Grimshaw, AB T0H 1W0
Call 780-455-5598
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